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We present a new method of producing optimizing sequences for highly 
symmetric functionals. The sequences have good convergence properties built in. 
We apply the method in different settings to give elementary proofs of some 
classical inequalities-such as the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev and the logarithmic 
Sobotev inequality-in their sharp form. ‘1 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we present a new method for generating extremals of 
functionals with high symmetry. This work was inspired during our efforts 
to understand a curious aspect of Lieb’s proof I: 1 ] of the sharp Hardy-- 
Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities 
where l/p + l/q + A/n = 2 and N(n, i, p) is the optimal constant; see (3.1). 
Lieb treated this as two separate problems: the existence of extremals 
and the identification of these extremals. Each of them was treated by 
completely different methods, and it is interesting to contrast the role of 
symmetry in them. 
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Inequality (1.1) is invariant under dilations, rotations, and translations. 
As pointed out in [l] this complicated the existence proof by making it 
easy for an optimizing sequence to converge weakly to zero. Lieb overcame 
this difficulty using new and rather subtle compactness arguments with 
rearrangements playing a crucial role. 
However, in identifying the optimizers, symmetry plays an important 
beneficial role. In fact, Lieb carried this out in the special case p = q where 
(1.1) has, in addition to the symmetries listed above, inversion symmetry 
and hence is invariant under the full conformal group. 
We present a unified approach to these two problems. Using the 
symmetries we produce a specific optimizing sequence which will in fact 
strongly converge. 
Rearrangements increase the left side of ( 1.1) while conformal transfor- 
mations leave it invariant. Both operations leave the right side invariant. 
We shall choose a particular conformal transformation and repeatedly 
apply it in alternation with rearrangements to any positive LP-function f: 
We shall show that this sequence of functions converges trongly in Lp([w”) 
to an optimizer of (1.1). 
Let us explain this in more detail: First observe thatfand g in (1.1) want 
to be the same, by the Schwarz inequality. For any non-negative function 
fin LP(Iw”), define 
W(x)) =f*(x)> 
where f * is the spherical symmetric decreasing rearrangement of ,f [ 1, 51. 
By the Riesz rearrangement inequality the left side of (1.1) increases 
under V. 
Define for n > 1 
wfNx)=(j-&p(~,j+ ,..., +&)> 
where a = (1, 0, . . . . 0). (We use a slightly different definition when n = 1.) U 
is a conformal transformation, in fact it can be written as a composition of 
translations, an inversion, and a dilation. With this it is easy to see that U 
leaves the left side of (1.1) invariant. For the geometry underlying this 
transformation the reader may consult Section 3. 
There are two points to be made: First, unlike V, U is not an equi- 
measurable transformation; the Jacobian-factor (2/1x - (I( 2)n’p makes this 
plain. Second, when f is symmetric decreasing it is hard for Uf to be 
symmetric decreasing, even to be a translate of a symmetric decreasing 
function. 
However, consider 
h(x) = 2nyS111 --lip (1 + 1x12)-“‘p, 
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which is a normalized LP(R”) function. (Is”/ = surface area of the n-dimen- 
sional unit sphere.) It is easy to check directly that 
(Uh)(x) = h(x); 
that h is symmetric decreasing is obvious. Hence VUh = h. 
We will show in Section 3 that h is the only normalized Lp(R”) function 
satisfying 
vf=f* =,t vuf=(Ly)*= lg: (1.2) 
Now suppose f is any fixed point of VU other than h. Then because h 
is a fixed point of U and V separately, 
llcif-hll,=llf-hI/,=I/VGif-hll,=/l(U~)*-hII,. 
Since f = Vet Vf =f: Next, what is well known is that rearrangement is 
non-expansive on Lp spaces [4]. What is useful here is a strict form of this 
result: 
llWWll,= llWf)*-Q,, 
and the fact that /z is strictly symmetric decreasing implies that 
(Uf)* = Vvf= UJ So (1.2) holds and f = h; h is the unique fixed point 
of vu. 
Now for any non-negative normalized f in Lp( IF’) with .f‘< Ch, for some 
CER+, consider 
fn = ( VUY .f: 
Clearly Z(f,l, .f,,) increases monotonically while /I f,J,, = 1 for all n; and 
moreover, )( f,, - hll,, decreases monotonically by the non-expansivity of U 
and V. 
We will prove 
lim Of,,, .f,,) = I(k h), lim IIf,,-hll,=O. II - 1 II - 7 
(1.3) 
Hence 
u f) < I(h, h,) = N(n i p), 
my llhll, ” 
The reason we can prove (1.3) is that when f < Ch, then f, < Ch for all 
n; U and V are order preserving. This enables us to use dominated 
convergence. We then remove the f d Ch condition using monotone 
convergence. 
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Our method of using symmetry operations deforms f into h in a 
controlled fashion; the sequencef, obviously does not leak out to infinity. 
In contrast, Lieb proved the absence of leakage for any optimizing 
sequence consisting of spherically symmetric decreasing functions. This is of 
course much harder, although his argument yields the existence of (still 
unidentified) extremals for (1.1) even when p # q. 
The convergence argument we have just described depends only on a few 
general properties of U and V. 
In Section 2 we present and prove an abstract verstion of it 
(Theorem 2.1) which is readily applied to other problems. In Section 3 we 
apply Theorem 2.1 to prove the sharp form of the HLS inequality and the 
classical Sobolev inequality. 
As a further application, this time in a completely different context, we 
give simple proofs of some inequalities on Gauss space, including the 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality [2]. This is carried out in Section 4 by 
exploiting a competition between rearrangement on Gauss space and the 
familiar Riesz rearrangement. These two rearrangements have been used by 
Beckner in [3] to prove Nelson’s [lo] sharp hypercontractivity inequality. 
His argument, however, depends on a separate, and certainly non-trivial, 
proof that extremals exist. He then uses sharp rearrangement inequalities to 
identify them. Our method yields a direct proof of the inequality without 
requiring the sharp form of the rearrangement inequalities Beckner uses, 
and without relying on ingenious special devices. 
In the Appendix we gather some results about rearrangements which we 
employ in the paper. We prove some results for which we cannot find a 
reference. Theorem A.1 is particularly interesting; we thank Elliott Lieb for 
suggesting to us the proof we present. 
Finally, all inequalities considered here are improved on taking absolute 
values of the functions in them. We will therefore always consider non- 
negative functions only, without further comment. 
2. A CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
In this section we prove our convergence theorem. The argument runs 
on an interplay between metric and lattice properties of operators on a 
Banach lattice of functions. 
Let B be a Banach space of real functions on a topological space M. We 
require that the continuous functions of compact support are dense in B. 
Equip B with the lattice ordering 
f~s-=f(x)<g(x) all x E M. 
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We require that if lim,, ,r*, f , = ,f and .f, 6 g all n, then .f’d g. B + denotes 
the cone of positive functions, and (1. // denotes the norm. 
Consider 
U,vLB,+B.,, 
which are norm preserving and non-expansive: 
(i) II Vfll = II VII = ll.fll~ f’~ B+ v 
(ii) IlfYf- WI, IIV- vgll G ll.f- slL.f; gEB+, 
and which respect he lattice structure: 
(iii) ,fGg*V<Ug, V’<V~,.L~EB.+, 
and U(@‘)=jLU’; V(i,f’)=AL’f;f~~+, AER+, 
Moreover suppose: 
(a) V leaves its range (denoted by X) pointwise fixed. 
(b) X n U(X) = { 2~ /A E 84’ + $, where h is strictly positive continuous, 
Ilhl( = 1, and moreover Uh = h. 
(c) For all ,f’~ B + , V({gEB+IgG,fi) is compact. 
Finally, the function h in (b) is strictly attractive under V in that 
(d) For g$ A’, i/h - Vgli < /l/z - g/I. Note that by (b), (a), and (ii) we 
already have that ljh - Vgli 6 llh - g/j. 
THEOREM 2.1. For U, V satisfying the condition uhow, and ,jbr ull 
.f~ B +, ll.fll = 1, 
f F ( vuy ,f -+ h n 
strongly in B. 
kformer (f .f 6 Ch, then .f;, < Ch for all II. 
PPOO$ First consider the case wherefe B, is continuous with compact 
support. By (b) there exists a constant C such that 
.f d Ch. 
BY (a) and (b) 
Vh= Uh=h. (2.1 1 
Hence by (iii) 
.f,, G Ch for all n 
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and 
Ilfnll = 1 by (iI. 
Define 
BY Cc), V(bB+ IgsCh}) 1s compact and it contains { fn I n E N }. 
Therefore we can find a subsequencef,, converging to g with 
D = Ilh - gll. 
Clearly /IgIl = 1, gE X, and g < C/z. Using assumption (ii) together with 
(2.1) we get 
and so 
D d Ilh - VW < Ilh - Ugll 6 llh - gll = D. 
All the inequalities are equalities and Ijh - VUg(l = I/h - Ugll implies Ug E X 
by (d). Hence Uge Xn U(X) and since IIgJI = 1, lJg= h by (b). Therefore 
D = 0 and g = h. Since the subsequence f,, converges to h and U, V are 
non-expansive the whole sequence converges to h. The general case follows 
by a simple approximation argument relying on (i)-(iii) and the density of 
continuous compactly supported function in B. 1 
3. THE HARDY-LITTLEW~~D-SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES 
As a first example we treat the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequalities 
KL g) = JR. x R” f(x) IX-X pi i?(Y) dx+GNn, ,J)llfll, ll8llp~ (3.1) 
where p=2n/(2n-1) and O,<,I <n. At /z =0 the inequality is trivial; 
N(n, 0) = 1, and in fact it is always an equality for positive f and g. 
We shall apply Theorem 1 to determine the optimal constant and all the 
cases of equality in (3.1). As Lieb pointed out in [ 11, (3.1) is invariant 
under the full conformal group on R”, i.e., the group generated by trans- 
lations, rotations, dilations, and inversions. The stereographic projection 
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identifies the conformal groups of R” and S” and exhibits the rotations of 
s” as conformal transformations of R”. It is these transformations that we 
shall exploit. 
For .f in S!!(W), 1 < p < x, let 
2 n,p 
g(x)= Jy 
( 1 
.f(.Yl 
and define 
(S,.f)(s) = (g”~~4p)(.~h 
where 9’: s” -+ R” is the sterographic projection 
s j 
“y, = t+;Y,t i= 1. . . . . PI, s= (so, . . . . S,,)ES”\{( - 1, 0, . ..) 0,). 
Then S,~E L”(S’*); in fact 
WJll,, = ll.fil,~ (3.2) 
where the Lp norms are computed using the uniform measure on S”: 
s da= Is”/ =27T or+ 1)i21-((tZ + I ),/Z) *, S” 
Moreover S, is invertible, and so it is an isometry between Lp(R”) and 
Lp(S"). S,, maps the normalized function 
/t(,y) s 2”%7pI 110 (I + l-y!‘) ‘Z.‘fJ (3.3) 
onto the constant function \S”I ‘jP on S”. 
Next we define the operators U, and V to which we apply Theorem 1. 
Any R E SO(n i 1) acts on L"(P) by 
(&f)(s) =f(R '.Y). 
For ,f‘~ Lp( W), f > 0, define 
and 
(U,.f)(x) = (S, ’ RS,J’KV) 
(v-1f.r) ==.f*(.*)7 
where .f* denotes the spherical decreasing rearrangement off [ 1, 51. The 
choice of R depends on the dimension PI. tf n > 1, R can be any rotation 
which maps the north pole away from either pole. 
If n = 1. R must rotate the north pole by any irrational multiple of rc. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For Up, V chosen as above, and any non-negative .f‘ in 
LPW), Ilfllp = 1, 
f,+TJ,)“f-+h 
strongly in Lp( W’), where h is given by (3.3). Moreover, if f < Ch, then 
f,, 6 Ch for all n. 
Proof: We simply show that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
Up satisfies (i) and (ii) because it is an isometry. It satisfies (iii) because 
it is linear and positivity preserving. Properties (i)-(iii) are well known for 
the spherical rearrangement [4, 51. 
Clearly V leaves its range X pointwise fixed; thus (a) holds. To verify (b) 
assume n > 1; the case n = 1 will be dealt with below. Consider 
f E Xn U,(X), i.e., both f and U,f must be spherical decreasing. The level 
sets of both S,f and S, U,f must be unions of sets of the form 
A ;, = {sO = 2). But RA,, which is also a level set of S, U,f, intersects all A, 
for p in an open interval for each - 1 < A < 1. Therefore S, U,f is constant 
on a neighborhood of each such RAn and hence constant on the sphere. 
This shows that S,f must be constant and so 
f=%h for some LER,. 
It is obvious that h E X, U,h = h, h is strictly positive and continuous. Also, 
h is strictly symmetric decreasing. This verifies (b) for n > 1. 
That (c) holds is an easy consequence of Helly’s theorem. For (d) to 
hold it is crucial for h to be strictly symmetric decreasing. We shall prove 
in the Appendix (Theorem A.1 ) that for f strictly symmetric decreasing and 
ge LP(W) 
Ilf - g*ll, < Ilf - gllp 
unless g = g*. Since h is strictly decreasing this yields (d). For n > 1 the 
result follows from Theorem 2.1. It remains to establish (b) for n = 1. Since 
f and U,f are both symmetric it is easy to see that 
(~,f)(~)=(~,f)(-x)=(u,'s)(x) 
or 
up(x) =f(x). 
Therefore S,f is invariant under a rotation through an angle which is an 
irrational multiple of rc and therefore a constant. 
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This establishes all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and therefore the 
result. i 
We can now apply Theorem 3.1 to a variety of inequahties. The first of 
these is the sharp form of the HLS inequality due to Lieb [ 11. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
N(n, 2.) = I? 
l-(0/2 - i/2) I-p/2) - ’ + i’n 
I-(n - i/2) i I f(n) * 
Proof. By monotone convergence, it is sufficient to prove (3. I ) for .I; g 
satisfying 
06 j; g<Ch. 
Applying U, to eon-ne~ative~and g does not change any of the values in 
(3.1). By the Riesz rearrangement inequality [4] 
4.L g) si 4s*, g*1= z(vJ; V&Y). 
Now for .f;, = ( VZJ,)“J .g,? = (VU,)” g, Z(f,,, g,) is monotonically increasing. 
Since f;, , g,, -+ k in LP([w” ), we can choose subsequences .J,*, g, converging 
almost everywhere to h. Since 
by Theorem 3.1, I(‘&, g,) --+ Z(h, h) by dominated convergence. By 
monotonicity, Z(,f, g,) increases to Z(h, h). Therefore 
N(n, 2) = Z(k, h). 
This proves the sharp form of the inequality. 
To discuss the cases of equality let .f, g be a pair of extremals, jlfil, = 
jjg/jp = 1. Since the kernel IX-- JI/ -’ is positive de~nite f= g. Since 
Z(fi f’)=Z(h, h) we know that Z(f,,,f,)=Z(h, h) for each n. By the strict 
rearrangement inequality [6] each VU,& is a translate of UPfn and hence 
for each 12, VUJ, is a conforma~ transformation off*. Since the conformal 
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orbit off in LP(R”) is closed and f, + h in LP(W), h is in the conformal 
orbit ofJ 1 
Remark. The fact that the particular extremal 2”‘PJS”( P1’p (1 + (xI*))~“P 
plays a special role in our method is due to the choice of origin on R” we 
made in defining the stereographic projection, and the choice of scale we 
made in choosing the unit sphere. Making different choices would have led 
to different “special extremals.” 
Remark. By an argument in [ 11, one can read off from this result the 
sharp form of(l.1) when 1 <p<2, q=2. 
Remark. As observed in Cl, p. 3511, (3.1) is equivalent to the sharp 
form of the weak Young inequality; our method then provides a very 
elementary proof of this. 
The next theorem is, by a simple duality argument, equivalent to the 
special case A= n - 2 of the previous theorem. Nonetheless, the direct proof 
we give below further illustrates our method. Note that this time we will 
not use the last line of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3 [7, 81. 
llv”ll2 2 K(n) IlfllP? 
where f E Lp( W), p = 2n/(n - 2), n > 2, and 
K(n) = [xn(n - 2)] 1’2 Q@) i I - 
‘In = 
f(n) 
Cn(n ;2)1”? lsnl ,,n. 
Moreover equality holds if and only if f is (up to a multiple) a conformal 
transformation of h. 
Proof If l[Vf II2 = co there is nothing to prove. IlVf II2 is conformally 
invariant; in fact 
Ilvf\l;=j (vspf)%2+~j (spf)'dQ, S" S" 
(3.4) 
where the quantities on the right side are computed using the standard 
metric on S”. Hence 
lwpfll*= lFfll2 and II ~pfll, = llf IIP. 
By the rearrangement inequality [ 1,9] 
llV.ll* 2 Ilvf* II 2 = llvvfll2~ 
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Again for ,f, = ( VU,)” ,f 
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IlVfnll 2 
llf,ll, 
is monotonically decreasing. Since ft-+ llVfllz is weakly lower semicon- 
tinuous and f,l +-+ h in Lp(R) we have, by passing to a subsequence with 
Of,,, -+ Vh weakly, 
llWl2 > lim 
If’ 
llVfnll2 3 IIW z = KtnI 
Ilf,,lll, Il~4,~ ’ 
(3.5) 
just as before. Next, consider any minimizer ,J Since 
with strict inequality unless f is real, f is real and ) f‘) is also an extremal. 
We show below that all non-negative extremals are conformal to h and 
hence strictly positive. Thus .f cannot change sign, and up to a multiple .f 
is conformal to h. 
So, proceeding as in the last theorem, it suffices to show that for any 
non-negative normalized extremal f, VU,, f = ( UJ)* is a conformal trans- 
formation off: 
Put g = U,,f, which is then also an extremal; in particular llVgl12 = 
IlVg*\12 = IlVVgl12. In general this is insufficient to conclude that g is a 
translate of Vg. If we know in addition that Vg is strictly decreasing then 
the desired conclusion does follow by the recent result of Brothers and 
Ziemer [9, Theorem 1 .l]. We now show that this is the case. By (3.4) 
IIW, Vs)ll = llVqJ ~&!)*ll, 
where the * denotes the spherical cap rearrangement on S”. By Lemma 5.2 
in [9] the level sets of S, Vg are equivalent to caps, not necessarily concen- 
tric. However, S, Vg is symmetric about the polar axis, and hence all the 
caps are concentric. Hence S, Vg is either monotone increasing or 
monotone decreasing from the south pole. By the definition of S, this 
means either 
g*(x)h-l(x)> 2"'plSp/ "p g*(O) 
or 
for all X. In the first case, 0 < g*(O) < x. By choosing an appropriate 
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dilation, we may arrange that g*(O) = 2 Pn’p(S”( ‘lp. Then g*(x) 3 h(x) for 
all x. By the normalization condition, strict inequality is impossible. So we 
must have g*(x) =/z(x). The latter is strictly decreasing, and so g* is a 
translate of g. 
When S, Vg is monotone decreasing from the south pole it is clear that 
g* = h(h-‘g*) is strictly decreasing since h is. m 
Remark. The sharp rearrangement inequalities for convolutions and 
gradients were used only to discuss the cases of equality. 
4. INEQUALITIES ON GAUSS SPACE 
Let fe Lp(dm) be real, dm = e-n1x12 d”x. By f a we denote the monotone 
decreasing equimeasurable rearrangement of A i.e., 
where x, is the first coordinate. For a given .fe Lp(dm) put 
(S,f)(x) = e-71’x’2’pS(x). 
The point is that S, induces a correspondence between certain inequalities 
on Gauss space improved by o-rearrangement and inequalities on 
Euclidean space improved by *-rearrangement. An example is the 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
~~~Vf~2dm-~f210gf.2dm~0 
7-c 
(4.1) 
s f’dm=l, !-[lVf12dm<m, 
which is transformed by S2 into 
;/,Vg,‘d”x-jg210gg2dx”-njg’d”x>O - 
(4.2) 
s 
g’d”x= 1, ;j [Vgl’ d”x + n j 1x1’ g’(x) d”(x) < co. 
The first inequality is improved by o-rearrangement; by Theorem A.3 in the 
Appendix 
j IVf”12dm6j lVf12dm. (4.3) 
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Clearly the second inequality is improved by *-rearrangement. Note that 
both side conditions are preserved under the appropriate rearrangements 
since 1 I.~l’(g*(x))~ d”xdJ 1x1’ (g(x))2 d”x. 
We define for ,f E Lp(dm) 
cif =fO and v,.r = s, ‘G&f)*. 
Except for the non-expansivity of U, which we prove in the Appendix 
(Theorem A.1) the assumptions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.1 are obvious. 
Now 
v;j-= s, ‘(s,s,‘(s,f)*)* =s, ‘(s,f)** = VJ 
which shows (a). Next any function in Xn U(X), X= Range V,, has to be 
both symmetric and monotone, hence a constant and (b) is clearly satisfied 
with h = 1. Parts (c) and (d) follow as in the proof of Theorem 3.1; note 
that by Theorem A.1 
II 1 - v,.rii uJ(d,,,f = lle-n’.‘z’p - &J)*ll LP,pq 
< (le n’.‘2/p - S,fII p((,“r) 
= II 1 -.f II [Jydrn) unless (SJ)* = S,,h and hence VJ = ,f: 
Therefore Theorem 2.1 yields 
THEOREM 4.1. For U, V,, as defined above, and any positive J Lp(dm), 
ll.fli/?= 1, 
.f;, = ( VP fan .f + 1 
strongly in Lp(dm). Moreover iff d C, then f,, < C,for all n. 
Immediate consequences are 
THEOREM 4.2. For all f E L*( dm), inequality (4.1) holds and all 
normalized exponential functions are extremals. 
Proof. Consider first the case 0 d f < C, C large. The left side of (4.1) 
decreases under U by (4.3). The left side of (4.2) clearly decreases under 
spherical symmetric rearrangement. Hence the left side of (4.1) decreases 
under V?. Also, the entropy if * In f2 dm decreases under V, : 
+ s C(Kf~*12 ~n[(&f)*12 d”.u 
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d J [&f]’ 711x)* d’lx + J [S,f]’ ln[S,fJ? cl”x 
= f21nf2dm. 
s 
By Theorem 4.1, there exists a subsequence with f,, + 1 almost surely 
and with fi, In fi,< C2 In C* for all k. So lim,,, Jft Infi dm =0 
by dominated convergence and the monotonicity cited above. 
lim,,,J IVfJ2dm=0 b y the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
To pass to the general case, use dominated convergence and the fact that 
with fc(x) = min{f(x), C}, 
f’,Inf~Gf21nf2, IVfc1261Vf12. 
Hence (4.1) follows with 1 as an extremal. By conjugating translations in 
R”-which leave (4.2) invariant-with S, we see that normalized exponen- 
tials are also extremals. 1 
By the results in [2 J, Theorem 4.2 implies Nelson’s hypercontractivity 
inequality [lo] for the Mehler kernel T,; see (A.9). In fact it is easy to give 
a direct proof of Nelson’s inequality by our method. For any 0 < Y < 1, and 
l<p<q<co, 
II Tr Y,f II Lq(llm) = II T,f ‘11 ,cr(ci,,,) B IITrf II Lqc~m) 
by Theorem A.2 and a simple duality argument. Furthermore when 
P-1 
0 
2 q-l 3r, 
(4.4) 
II Tr vp f II Lu(dmj 3 II Trfll Lu(c,m) 
by the general rearrangement inequality in [ 111 and a duality argument. 
Our method then shows 
II Trf II Lu(c+,r) 6 Ilf II .uyc,m) 
when (4.4) is satisfied; equality holds when f is any exponential function, 
as in Theorem 4.2. 
APPENDIX 
Here we prove some facts about rearrangements. 
Let F: [0, co) --, [O, 00) be a positive, strictly convex function with 
F(O) = 0. It is well known that F can be written as 
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where dp assigns positive mass to every interval. Let (M, z‘, dm) be a 
measure space and let ,f, g be measurable non-negative functions such that 
s F{ jf- gl ) dm < x. 
By formula (A.1 ) and Fubini’s theorem 
~F(llh4dm=j-~ d~(cc)?*(IJ.(x)-g(.r)l--)+d~1. (A.21 0 
+ IA ,+%+-,A - L&+,nA .,., {I i. (A.3) 
Formula (A.3) and its derivation were suggested to us by Elliott Lieb, to 
whom we are grateful. The next theorem is an easy consequence of it. 
THEOREM A.1 . For any f, g on R” 
~F(l.f”-g*l)~~~(lf-gl). (A.41 
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If equality holds and f is strictly symmetric decreasing, g = g*. For any f, g 
on Gauss space 
~F(lf”-g”1)4~F(lf-gl). (A.61 
If equality holds and f is strictly monotonic, g = g”. 
Proof: Observe that 
IA L2+B”Ag,Bl -in(IA.~s+~l, IA,JI) 
= min( ) A.,# ,z+~13 IAg#,& I= lAf++,l+B n An#,J, (A.7) 
where # denotes any of the rearrangements above. This together with 
(A.3) proves (A.4)-(A.6). Moreover equality in (A.4)-(A.6) holds if and 
only if for Lebesgue a.e. a and /3 (strict positivity of dp) either 
A,;, = A,, or A,,=A/h. (A.81 
Fix B arbitrarily and suppose I A,,/ # 0. Then 
u. = inf{u IA,, = A,,}, 
which exists by (A.8) and the fact that I A,,[ + 0 as CI --t co. It follows that 
for s>O 
By assumption 
AL, runs over all centered balls in (A.4), all polar caps in 
(A.5), and all left half-spaces in (A.6). 
From this it follows that 
A ,a f 0-6 +A,;cro+E as s-+0 
and hence A,, = A,L, is a centered ball in (A.4), resp. polar cap in (A.5), 
resp. half-space in (A.6). g 
We now prove some facts about rearrangement and the Mehler kernel: 
T,(x, y)=(l -r2)-n’2e --n(r2(r2+.~2)-2rr.~)/(l--r2) > (A.9) 
0 <Y < 1; x, y E R”. We will freely use the notation of Section 4. 
It is well known that Tern,f(x) s l T,-,(x, y) f(y) dm(y) = 
e’(c”“)dp2r’vtf(x), where (l/n)d -2x.V is the self adjoint operator on 
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I,‘(&) associated to the Dirichlet form (l/rr) f [V’fi~)\~ &H(X). This means 
in particular that 
for allfe I,‘(&) in the sense that when the right side is infinite, (l/t) I,(.f’) 
tends to infinity. 
Beckner has stated and indicated a proof of the following result [3]: 
THEOREM A.2. 
for 0 < r < 1; f, g non-negative measurable functions on R”. 
For the sake of completeness, we will discuss one way of carrying out the 
proof indicated by Beckner. First we note: 
THEOREM A.3. 
j IVf"(~~12 dm!*)<I IVf(x)i’dm(x~ (A.12) 
for any non-negative f in the sense that when the left side is infinite, so is 
the right. 
Related results have been obtained by Ehrhard [13]. In particular, he 
used the coarea formula to obtain (A.121 for Lipschitz f: In view of the 
recent results [ I45 on the non-continuity of the symmetric rearrangement 
in H’(W), n > 2, it is doubtful that Ehrhard’s result can be extended to 
ours by continuity. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (A.lO) and Theorem A.2 by an 
argument of Lieb [6, Lemma 51. 1 
Finally, we outline the proof of Theorem A.2. Following Beckner [3] we 
approximate Gauss space by high dimensional spheres and the Mehler 
kernel with modified Poisson kernels on the spheres. 
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Let RSN={x~IWN”~~x~=R}, RBN=(x~[WN+‘(Jx(<R). Any point 
SZERSNcan be writtenSZ=(x,(l-[~(~/R~)“~~); XERB”, COERS~-“. 
Then we can consider any function f on R” with support in RB” as a 
function on RSN by writing f(Q) = f(x). Then 
1 
- j IRSNl R.S& flsz) dQ = jRnftx) dmN,R(x), 
where 
n ISN-“I 
dmN,&) =R- ,S~, 1 
. .‘. dx,. 
Setting R = J(N- n - 1)/27c (N large), one easily sees that 
n JSN-“I _ * 
!.FL R- JS”J (A.13) 
and that 
lx” (N~“-‘)‘2 increases to ,~~.~’ on [w” 
R2 > 
(A.14) 
In what follows, R is always chosen this way so we just write dm,(x) for 
dmN,R(x). 
In this sense we approximate Gauss space with high dimensional spheres. 
To approximate the Mehler kernel, consider P,(Q, C) = (1 - y2)l -n’2 
(O-rZI”PN with O<r< 1. 
Now consider any simple non-negative compactly supported functions f 
and g on W. Then for N large enough 
ss f(Q) Pr(Q, C) g(C) d-2 dQ 
= f(x) PN,r(X, Y)&?(v) dm/v,.(x)dmN,.b’)~ (A.15) 
where 
and 
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+ d 
1 + r2 - 2r(x -y/R’))’ +yz l-111 
2 + 
( 
R? 
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To see (A.15) write 
/Q-rCI’=Aio-so/ 
and solve for A and s. The integration over w and s is then a Poisson 
integral. 
It is easy to check that PN,r(~, y) tends to T,(.u, y) uniformly on 
compacts. Moreover 
with C independent of N. To see this it suflices that 
(A.16) 
the rest follows from (A.13) and (Al.4). Introduce c(= (1 - lxlZ/R’)t’, 
/3=(1-[~jl’/R~)+.Then (A.16) becomes ldB+Jm, where 
B= 1 +r2-2rJ7Q?Jl -fi2 
( 2@P ! 
so (I + r2)/2 < B < a. This is clear. 
Now 
The first equality follows from (A.16) and dominated convergence. The 
inequality is a theorem of Baernstein and Taylor [ 121; here fj$ denotes the 
polar cap rearrangement of f on RSN. Clearly f X(x) tends to f"(x) by 
(A.13) and (A.14). Hence the last equality follows from (A.16) and 
dominated convergence also. 
This establishes Theorem A.2 for simple functions; the general case 
follows by monotone convergence. 
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Note added in proof: We have discussed further applications and developments of our 
method in a note “Competing Symmetries of Some Function~s Arising in mathematical 
Physics,” to appear in the Proceedings of the Second Ascona Conference on Probabilistic and 
Geometric Methods in Classical and Quantum Dynamics (edited by S. Albeverio et al.). 
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